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ABSTRACT
Current approaches to learning partial ordering constraints
by demonstration require demonstrating all (or almost all)
possible completion orders. We have developed an algorithm
that, for plans involving relative placement of objects, learns
the partial ordering constraints from a single demonstra-
tion by letting the user specify naturally conceived reference
frame information. This work is an example of a broader re-
search agenda that involves applying principles of human
collaboration to robot learning from demonstration.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This work is being conducted within the context of a larger
project, one of whose goals is to build a bridge between re-
search on robot learning from demonstration (LfD) [1] and
research on human collaboration [5]. Specifically, we view
learning as a type of collaboration—anyone who has been a
teacher knows that both the learner and the teacher must
have the shared goal of learning for the process to succeed.
Furthermore, in a typical collaboration, both participants
not only perform coordinated actions, they also communi-
cate about the goals, subgoals, progress, problems, etc., as
they arise.

One of the benefits we hope to achieve from this approach
is to make it possible for humans to teach complex tasks to
robots using only a small number of demonstrations. To do
so, the human is expected to provide helpful advice along
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with the demonstrated actions, i.e., advice that can be natu-
rally given by an untrained user. We are also working on, but
not reporting here, how the robot can ask good questions,
i.e., questions that an untrained user can easily answer.

We report here on a first example of this approach, which
is an algorithm that, for certain types of actions, learns or-
dering constraints from a single demonstration.

2. THE PROBLEM
Learning ordering constraints is a classic problem in LfD.
Demonstrations are intrinsically totally ordered, i.e., any set
of (discrete, non-overlapping) actions performed in the real
world are in a specific sequence. However, in many cases,
only some of the demonstrated ordering is required. For ex-
ample, even though you must demonstrate checking the air
in all four tires of your car in some order, the order doesn’t
really matter. Learning the minimum required ordering con-
straints is important, because it makes the learned plan more
flexible and reusable.

More formally, suppose your goal is to teach the following
partially ordered plan, where A, B, C and D are primitive
actions, > means precedes and (B | C) means that B and C
can happen in either order:

A > (B | C) > D

The usual approach [2, 3] to teaching this plan is to use
two demonstrations, i.e., ABCD and ACBD, and then to
unify these two total orders into a partial order. In the table-
setting domain often used for research on this problem, A
in this example could be placing a plate on the table, B and
C could be placing the knife and fork on either side of the
plate, and D could be placing a dust cover on the entire
setting.

3. OUR APPROACH
But can we do better than requiring two demonstrations?
Two demonstrations doesn’t seem like so many in this exam-
ple, but this approach does not scale well, since the number
of possible completions of a partial order increases quickly as
the number of steps increases. Would you need two demon-
strations to teach this to a person? Isn’t it obvious to a
person that the knife and fork can be placed in either order?

The answer here is to think more deeply about the reason
for the ordering constraints that are required. An ordering
constraint is in general the symptom of an underlying de-
pendency between actions. Let’s see if we can make these
dependencies explicit. To do so we need to digress briefly
into the domain of numerical computations and data flow.



Suppose that A, B, C and D are mathematical functions
that are connected together with data flow as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Notice that A, B and C each have one input and one
output; D has two inputs and one output. In this representa-
tion, it is obvious what the required ordering constraints are.
B and C must happen after A because they each consume
the output of A. D must happen after both B and C because
it consumes each of their outputs. The order of B and C is
unconstrained because there is no data flow between them.

So how can we represent a robotic demon-
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Figure 1:

stration, using actions such as place, in this
way? To start with, one input to place should
be the object to be moved. A second input
should be a specification of the target loca-
tion. How about outputs? In some program-
ming languages, inputs to a subroutine that
are modified (side effected) are also considered
outputs. Let’s view changing the location of
an object as a side effect and therefore make
the first input to place also be an output.

Finally, and this is a key step, let’s view every place
action as being performed in some reference frame, i.e., a
coordinate system for the target location specification. In
robot manipulation, there is always a coordinate system,
either explicitly or implicitly. Furthermore, in many manip-
ulation tasks, one object is often the reference frame for the
placing of another object. For example, we place the fork
“one inch to the right of the plate.” Thus we add a third
input to the place action, which is the object that serves
as the reference frame for this action.

Figure 2 shows the ABCD table setting demonstration
represented using this formalization of place. Notice that
the plate output of the first action is the reference frame
input for placing both the knife and the fork. The refer-
ence frame for placing the plate is the table, which does not
move. Also, notice that we have added one additional arti-
fact, which is a “virtual” action composing the plate, knife
and fork into a composite object (the setting) that is the
reference frame for placing the dust cover.

Once we have represented the demonstration this way,
since Figure 2 is topologically identical to Figure 1, the re-
quired ordering constraints are directly learned from this
single demonstration, namely:

Plate > (Knife | Fork) > Cover

4. CONCLUSION
Returning to our collaboration paradigm, what’s going on
here is that that the teacher is providing more information
in the demonstration that just the final positions of the ma-
nipulated objects. Our formalization of the place action
requires that the reference frame be specified for every in-
stance, e.g., that the plate is the reference frame for placing
the knife.

Some researchers [2] have suggested trying to guess this
reference frame information from heuristics about proximity
of objects. However, from our point of view, this is informa-
tion that a collaborating (communicating) user would very
naturally provide as part of the demonstration.

For example, we imagine an LfD interface in which the
user teleoperates a robot for demonstrations using an ab-
stract GUI instead of a joystick or other direct control de-
vice. This GUI would have buttons for actions such as
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Figure 2: Demonstration

place with associated menus to select target location op-
tions, such as “next to,” followed by a choice of candidate
reference frame objects. (There could also be a global de-
fault reference frame, such as the table.)

This is a very simple example of the style of collaborative
interaction for LfD we are pursuing. We have implemented
a system that performs the table-setting demonstration de-
scribed above in simulation using the ANSI/CEA-2018 [4]
standard for actions and plans.
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